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HAWC Collaboration 

High Energy Cosmic  
Gamma ray detector  
 
14 Mex Institutions 
18 USA Institutions  
Recently joint  
MPIK Heidelberg Germany 
IFJ-PAN Krakow, Poland.   



HAWC Observatory 



HAWC field of view 2/3 of the Sky about it  
24 h, 7 days per week  

HAWC surveys the north sky and produce sky maps 

14 new sources not observed before 



High impact science 

Multi-messenger approach. HAWC has MoU with 
Many observatories as MAGIC,HESS ICE-CUBE, SWIFT, 
HESS, LIGO/VIRGO among others.  



News papers and media 



Outreach 
�  Participation in Science Fairs with  

�  More than a 40 outreach general public talks per year  

�  Social media, Web page for general public and for Scientist. 

Desde como elegir su volcán hasta  
como entender las señales del detector 

2a Edición 

etips Gratis en hawc-observatory.org 

Ruben Alfaro 
Autor de ALICE-V0 
para dummies. 

HAWC 

gamma 

En  
español 

Consejos expertos  de 
cómo  construir un 
observatorio de rayos 



� Several videos 
�  Before HAWC (Spanish and English)Construction of 

HAWC  

�  Operation of HAWC  

�  They help to do a nice break-up in between talks  

Short 3 minuts or  
Long 8 minutes 



Annual Event 
all over the  
country 

50 different 
locations all 
over Mexico  



Virtual Visits  

https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=bgnLPCVtMgv&brand=0  
 

VR lens (versions for cardboard and Oculus) 
also trough a web browser 

https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=bgnLPCVtMgv&brand=0 
 



Event Display 
HAWC event display 

Led event display 

Funciona !!!



Hannover Messe 2018 
�  Mexico was the Partner country.  

�  CONACYT asked us to do  outreach during the Hannover 
Mess 



Outreach from elementary school 

To High school 



Radio Comic 
Radio-Comic: High quality sound with some animated images. 
 Target: young people. Anime style since it is very among 
Mexican teenagers (Samples available in YouTube) 

One main character (Dr. Buhardilla) with 8 episodes, 4(Gravity, 
Cosmic Rays, Ionizing Raditaton, HAWC). Samples are already in 
youtube.  



HAWC public data access 



Ya se ve algo ?

Ya se ve algo ?

Ya se ve algo ?

Moon shadow 

Funciona !!!

We are interested on  
developing  a Master-
class  



Summary 
�  HAWC is a world-class  observatory. 

�  HAWC collaboration is committed with outreach and is 
interested on improving its outreach activities and span them.   

�  HAWC is interested on joining IPPOG 

�  It will be very helpful to get feedback and ex-change 
experiences with other colleagues.  
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